Modern Farmhouse with

S

A classic touch

By Alana Willis

tep inside Darren and Tracy Gibbons’

Lakewood kitchen. The rustic nostalgia

of the large farmhouse sink and quirky-

yet-practical barn door could not be more at home next
to the sleek stainless, decidedly modern Thermador
appliances.

This gorgeous, austere space hosts hip, happening

guests at small chic dinner parties just as often as it

hosts the larger family gathering. Designer Kelly Cross

of Whitehall Kitchen Studio showcases her exquisite eye
for delightfully unique details that keep the kitchen fun
while remaining functional.

With two teenage kids and a golden retriever, Darren

and Tracy put the focus on practicality. A wall was

knocked down between the original kitchen and dining
room to expand and open the area. “We moved the

dining room into the formal living room that we never

used,” says Tracy, adding, “We love the new open, more
functional layout.”

Kelly Cross collaborated closely with the homeowners

on the design, materials, and appliances. “It really was

so fun working with Tracy,” said Cross. “She had a pretty
clear vision for what she wanted, and her expectations
were very realistic from the get-go.” Together they

created a functional, open space imbued with classic

touches straight out of a farmhouse kitchen, with a few
very modern elements thrown in for good measure.

One of the most unique features of the Gibbons’

kitchen is the second kitchen island. “Most often in a

remodel situation there typically isn’t space enough for

two islands,” explains Cross. “In this particular situation it

just made sense to take advantage of an adjoining room,
and make use of a space that wasn’t getting much use.”
The Calacatta Wow marble island countertops

by Galleria of Stone live up to their name, creating

a dazzling effect that beautifully blends the kitchen’s

“One of the most unique
features of the Gibbons’ kitchen
is the second kitchen island.”

traditional and modern components. They are brilliantly
offset by Alder Shaker cabinetry by Showplace.>>
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“We love the
new open, more
functional layout.”

Along the kitchen perimeter, Bianco Nube quartz

countertops interact gracefully with white Shaker

cabinetry by Shiloh, meshing with the proud Thermador
range. This pro range model was chosen for its non-

stick griddle, steam oven, and warming drawer features.
A marble subway tile backsplash infuses the kitchen

with a persistent modern vibe, while cabinet hardware
by Top Knobs, above-window lighting by Restoration

Hardware, and pendant lights from Pottery Barn add the
perfect finishing touches.
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Appliances by

The beautiful fusion of style and functionality doesn’t

end there: innovative storage ideas are everywhere you

look in the Gibbons’ kitchen. From the conversation-piece
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pantry with barn door by Rustica Hardware, to the wall

shelves that peek-a-boo from behind the cabinetry, this
kitchen knows how to playfully execute practicality.
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At Whitehall Kitchen Studio, we know the quality of
our lives is strongly influenced by the spaces we live
in. We listen – very carefully – to the coloradosbestkitchen.com
dreams our
SPRING 2018 • Colorado’s Best Kitchens
clients share, and create a space to reflect everything
1225, S. Pearl St., Denver, CO 80210
we hear. Blending functional needs into a plan fitting
303.898.6549
your style is our area of expertise. So when the time
concierge@whitehallkitchenstudio.com
comes for you to remodel or build new, our expert
whitehallkitchenstudio.com
designers are there to assist you.
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